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i’ve left the check-engine light on my dashboard
twinkling since july
a problem’s not really a problem
until it keeps you still.
 
a shrink asks what
avoidance means to me. I ask if she means 
in the prescriptivist denotation or
the descriptivist connotation & she 
postulates i utilize inordinate quantities 
of sesquipedalian vocabulary 
to curtail discourse i am
disinclined to entertain

so i replace feeling with thinking,
replace thinking with work,
replace work with sleep,
replace sleep with caffeine,
& she asks me how much longer
i can live on borrowed time.
 i tell her a string
 stretched taut
 stays standing through
 constant stress:
 pulled
 with enough force,
 you’d never notice
 how limp are its insides; how frail
 how it could collapse on itself
 at any
 structureless second. sometimes,
 people ask me
 why i can’t relax, i tell them
“because I don’t know
how to unwind
without 
unraveling.”

on avoidance
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Once a Tinder date told me to punch him in the face.
We were drunk, so I did. He said it was hot 
through split lips

is how I like to tell that story:
it lands best this way, all punch-
line, but the truth is, while all I say is honest

I’m lying the whole time.

See, before I got sober 
there was this game I played 
with every uninvited manhandling

crumpled stowaway trauma 
in a rage-tempered fist, cocked
to strike some nearby jawline, lightning-rod 
sharp; dull enough 
to be played, and that was the game: 

 I demurred reluctance as
 he was asking for it;
 never suspecting it 
 anything but his idea 
 to begin with.

I told a friend about the game 
once, several relapses ago
on a Sunday drive

(styrofoam coffee in cupholders
from a church basement Home)

shared rites reciting
out wreckages past:

Hit.
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I admitted the first time, 
out loud, it existed
(it being the game), but
I don’t get it, he said
How do you get someone
to ask you to hit them?

 evening silence in a beat-up Toyota—
 yellow headlights cast foreshadows 
 that swam 
 in dusty layers across our cheeks

I said, Power is about becoming 
the freedom a man denies himself

It sounded good to me then,  
but I knew nothing of either, and both
of us dead-eyed again by the end 
of that summer. It’s funny
how the opposite 
of both power and freedom
is compulsion

& every addict I know has a habit

of hoarding insights
into human condition
like we’re all trying to learn
how to be one.

Masculinity is a prison, and a drug,
he said.

Then he asked me 
to punch him in the face.
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